Schedule to reopen kindergarten

April, 2020

Practical info - Kindergarten and nursery
1. Opening hours changed to 7.30-15.30
2. We expect there may be some queue outside Children's Home, so REMEMBER to keep
distance and those who do not have to deliver just at. 7.30, we will appeal to, waiting a bit to
deliver.
3. The delivery of nursery children is as Kristian has described: Enter via parking lot at the
hall. Go to the nursery wardrobe. Check that there is a maximum of 'parents' with a child in
there. Go in and hang the baby's clothes in the wardrobe and go to the glass door, ring the
bell and there will come a 'and welcome your child.
4. Delivery of preschool children is via the west entrance (at campfire and football field). Ring
the bell and wait for your child to be picked up.
5. Those who have to deliver children both in the crèche and the kindergarten are a little
more challenged. Go to the west entrance first (at the campfire and football field), hand over
the kindergarten child, proceed to the playground and enter the nursery's wardrobe via the
entrance from the playground. Hang the baby's clothes in the wardrobe and go to the
entrance to the children's home, ring the bell and there will come a 'and welcome the baby
nursery.
6. Breakfast is not served
7. In addition to their usual packed lunch, the children must bring food for morning and
afternoon meals, as everything must be portion-oriented.
8. The child should carry a bag with every day with extra change clothes and packed
lunches. This is taken home every day, checked and ready for the next day
9. It is not possible to borrow "loan" 9. Do not bring toys.
10. Bed linen MUST be changed in the cradle's crib every day, even if our children have their
very own crib and even if we put on gloves when the children are put back on the crib. Bed
linen needs to be washed at 80 degrees. We are forced to send bedding home to you every
day. And make sure there's a new set ready for the next day.
11. Children who sleep in the Ant House must also bring a sheet, blanket and pillow every
day, as these must also be brought home to be washed for the next day.
All staff meet in the morning and they divide the children into small play groups. They make
sure to remove the toys they cannot reach several times a day. We want to be very
outdoors, so make sure you have plenty of outdoor clothing with a name in it. We adhere to
cleaning procedures and that all children must have their hands washed at least every two
hours.

